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CSW Training
Upcoming Dates
KSU CIT Program
March 23-25 Labs
April 27-29 Labs
May 25-27 Labs
Sign-up for labs and testing becomes
available after completing the online
portion of the class.

Kansas Contractors
Association
http://www.kansascontractors.org/
No Classes Scheduled

Close-up of slurry tack applied to hay mulch. This mulch was placed on a hill that
eventually was subject to 40 to 50 mph winds. When hay is properly punched and
tacked it should not move.

Consent Decree Spring Cleaning
Back in September 2019 I wrote an article about how the final remnants of the
consent decree were ending as we shifted from EIT/EMT to CSW certification. I
was a bit wrong. The Consent Decree had one piece that finally ended in
January 2021.

After March 31, 2021, all
extended EIT/EMT
certification will expire. All
inspection personnel must be
certified in CSW at this time.

All completed inspection reports must
be submitted to the responsible Area
Engineer and the contractor’s WPCM
within 24 hours of each inspection.
The Area Engineer must sign within 3
calendar days and submit to
KDOT.stormwaterinspection@ks.gov
Failure to complete and submit
inspection reports on time may result in
disincentive assessment

Twelve projects had the NOT issued in 2013. Those files had to be retained for 8 years, 5 years
over what the current NPDES permit requires.

Under normal KDHE NPDES requirements once the Notice of Termination (NOT)
is issued the permit holder must store SWPPP records for 3 years. The Consent
Decree added an additional requirement that any project where the NOT was
issued must store the records for 3 years after the decree expired. Some
records have been stored for 8 years!
My records indicate KDOT has around 250 projects that can be recycled
appropriately. Area Engineers let the spring cleaning begin!

International Erosion Control Association and Geosynthetics 2021 Virtual
Conference

Proof that I presented at the 2021 virtual conference.

COVID-19 reared its ugly head forcing the 2021 Annual Conference online. Like I said in my presentation, “This
is the best and worst week to have a conference. The weather is perfect in Kansas, but I’m stuck in front of
my computer.”
The conference began on February 23rd and featured live and pre-recorded presentations through the 25 th.
Topics included MS4 and Stormwater Management; Erosion and Sediment Control; Business Practices;
Waterbody Restoration; and many other great topics. You could also visit a virtual expo hall to learn about and
discuss products with the conference sponsors.
No worries if you missed a live presentation or forgot to sign-up for the conference. All live presentations were
recorded and posted as on-demand and the conference presentations are still available to view until May 1,
2021.
Visit www.ieca.org for more information about accessing the conference. This is a great opportunity to learn
about the different aspects on how to comply with environmental requirements and get needed PDHs .
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Landscape Sheet(LA) 852G Update
Back in June 2019 an EPA inspector contacted me about some potential issues with KDOT’s standard for rock
ditch checks. The checks, while resistant to damage from high water flows, allowed too much sediment to flow
through. The EPA’s critique came from a commercial developer using KDOT standards in their SWPPP.

Different testing installations from the “Evaluation of ALDOT Ditch Check Practices using Large-Scale Testing Techniques” report from
Auburn University.

The research process began, and I found a great study from Auburn University titled, Evaluation of ALDOT
Ditch Check Practices using Large-scale Testing Techniques. Chapter 3 compares 3 types of rock check
installations: standard large aggregate (6”), Large aggregate with a small rock choker, and a filter fabric
choker. Both choker materials were installed on the upstream side of the check.
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After much thought and internal discussion placing an aggregate filler on the upstream side of the check was
the best idea to decrease the amount of sediment passing though the check and mitigate some of the EPA’s
concerns.

Updated cross-section of the rock ditch check. This is the new standard as of the March 2021 letting.
The new standard (which became effective in the March 2021 letting) requires a Type I, Stone for Filter Course
on the upstream side of the check. This material is accepted “based on visual inspection at the point of
usage.” The entire device is paid for by the combined cubic yards of both the 6” rock and aggregate filler.

Stormwater Update Online
This issue and all past issues of this quarterly bulletin are available online at KDOT’s Stormwater website:
http://www.ksdot.org/burconsmain/Connections/swppp.asp
Contact Mervin Lare (mervin.lare@ks.gov) for questions, comments or suggestions for future content.
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